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Abstract: Background: Rhizoctonia solani is a pathogenic fungus that causes serious diseases in
many crops, including rice, wheat, and soybeans. In crop production, it is very important to unders-
tand the pathogenicity of this fungus, which is still elusive. It might be helpful to comprehensively
understand its genomic information using different genome annotation strategies.

Methods: Aiming toimprove the genome annotation of R. solani, we performed a proteogenomic
study based on the existing data. Based on our study, a total of 1060 newly identified genes, 36 re-
vised genes, 139 single amino acid variants (SAAVs), 8 alternative splicing genes, and diverse
post-translational modifications (PTMs) events were identified in R. solani AG3. Further function-
al annotation on these 1060 newly identified genes was performed through homology analysis with
its 5 closest relative fungi.

Results: Based on this, 2 novel candidate pathogenic genes, which might be associated with patho-
gen-host interaction, were discovered. In addition, in order to increase the reliability and novelty of
the newly identified genes in R. solani AG3, 1060 newly identified genes were compared with the
newly published available R. solani genome sequences of AG1, AG2, AG4, AG5, AG6, and AG8.
There are 490 homologous sequences. We combined the proteogenomic results with the genome
alignment results and finally identified 570 novel genes in R. solani.

Conclusion: These findings extended R. solani genome annotation and provided a wealth of re-
sources for research on R. solani.

Keywords:  Rhizoctonia  solani,  proteogenomics,  genomic  annotation,  pathogenic  genes,  post-translational  modifications,
SAAVs.

1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout their life cycle, plants are often exposed to

different  environmental  stresses due to their  sessile nature
[1]. One of the serious environmental stresses is pathogen in-
fection, which causes tremendous biological constraints on
plant growth and productivity. Among all  the plant patho-
gens, Rhizoctonia solani (R. solani) is an extremely harmful
pathogenic fungus in the form of hyphae and sclerotia that
resides in crop residues and soil [2, 3]. R. solani is a globally
distributed  soil-borne  fungal  plant  pathogen  [4,  5].  It  has
been a focal research topic since the 1960s as it is one of the
most serious fungal pathogens to many staple crops produc-
tion [6, 7]. There are at least 13 hyphal anastomosis groups
(AG1 to AG13) of R. solani [4], which are species complex
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of  genetically  distinct  fungi  groups  [8].  Among  them,  R.
solani AG3 could affect cereal and legume crops, which are
quite susceptible to R. solani AG3 disease [9, 10]. Previous
studies  have  provided  evidence  of  specific  genomic  se-
quences.  As an example,  the  genome of  R. solani  was se-
quenced  in  2014,  which  is  approximately  51,705,945  bp
long and consists of 326 scaffolds [11], including 308 “effec-
t-like”  genes  that  may  be  involved  in  plant  pathogenicity
[12]. There are numerous systematic studies of R. solani [5,
13, 14], but the molecular mechanisms of R. solani infection
and pathogenesis are quite complicated to be fully elucidat-
ed [6, 15]. Quite a few studies have confirmed the ability of
R. solani to produce toxins that have pathogenic effects on
the host. However, the composition of the toxin has not been
identified [16].  A previous study has indicated that patho-
genic  genes  play  a  crucial  role  in  the  pathogenesis  of  R.
solani  [16].  The  discovery  of  novel  pathogenicity-related
genes will  not only pinpoint the pathogenic mechanism of
pathogens, but also make use of novel pathogenicity-related
genes to provide an effective way for biological control and
breeding control in crop production [6, 7].
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There are  three strategies  for  genomic annotation.  The
first one employs sequence tag-based database search [17].
The  second  uses  homologous  alignment  annotation.  The
third strategy is the use of de novo sequencing [18]. Howev-
er, genomic annotation based on these strategies is not accu-
rate  and  complete  [19-21].  This  is  shown  by  the  fact  that
many peptides contain mutations or alternative splice forms,
and many are not even present in any reference database at
all. These facts indicate the existence of novel protein cod-
ing  genes  [22].  Consequently,  it  is  reasonable  to  combine
the nucleic acid data and proteome data in discovering novel
genes or new events in the existing genes, which will opti-
mize the current version of gene annotation.

With  the  advancement  in  nucleotide  sequencing  and
mass  spectrometry  technologies,  unprecedented  high-
-throughput data could be generated at both nucleotide and
protein levels. Due to this, proteogenomics has gradually ex-
panded into the integration of proteomic, transcriptomic, and
genomic data to identify gene coding sequences and protein
body conditions in various cases [23, 24] and is widely ap-
plied in the scientific community. There are large-scale hu-
man  proteogenomic  studies  that  have  been  performed  to
identify many novel peptides and peptide variants [25, 26]
and  contributed  to  the  major  developments  and  break-
throughs  in  cancer  research [27,  28].  GAPE tool  could  be
used to analyze any sequenced eukaryotic genome, provid-
ing new insights into the biology of sequenced organisms.
For  example,  the  GAPE  tool  lays  the  foundation  and  in-
-depth explanation for the analysis of cyanobacteria and afla-
toxin  genome  function  [29,  30].  Compared  with  the  other
proteogenomic methods, the GAPE tool is a simple and effi-
cient proteogenomic software, which requires minimal opera-
tor intervention. Moreover, it has a more strict filtering strat-
egy for new peptides and uses multiple search engines to im-
prove the accuracy of identified new peptides [31, 32]. In ad-
dition, the database search space increases with the number
of PTMs. GAPE tool integrates non-restrictive PTMs search
strategy (MODa) to discover a large number of new PTMs.
In this study, we conducted a proteogenomic analysis on R.
solan through the use of the GAPE tool [29], aiming at the
discovery of novel genes, alternative splice forms, SAAV,
and  PTMs.  The  results  might  be  utilized  to  improve  and
refine  the  genome  annotation  of  R.  solani  and  provide  a
wealth  of  resources  for  further  study  on  R.  solani  and  its
pathogenesis.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Data Acquisition and Processing
Raw  mass  spectrometry  data  were  extracted  from  the

PRIDE  repository  with  the  dataset  identifier  PRIDE:
PXD002806, which were converted to “mgf” format using
the pXtract software (version 2.0). Protein sequence, genom-
ic sequence, and GFF file of R. solani AG3 were download-
ed from the NCBI website (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov-
/genome,  GenBank  assembly  accession:
GCA_000695385.1) [33]. SRA data were downloaded from
NCBI  Sequence  Read  Archive  (SRA)  database  (PRJ-

NA371695) and converted into the FASTQ format from the
SRA format using fastp (version 0.20.0) for quality control
and  data  filtering  of  FASTQ  files.  Trinity  (version  2.9.0)
was  used  for  RNA-Seq  de  novo  assembly.  The  RNA-Seq
reads were assembled as follows: Trinity --seqType fq --left
reads_1.fq --right reads_2.fq --CPU 10 --max_memory 30G.
Besides, the protein sequence, genomic sequence, and GFF
file  of  R.  solani  AG1,  AG3,  AG4,  AG5,  AG6,  and  AG8
have all been released in 2021 [34-37] and downloaded from
https://api.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/datasets/v1alpha/genome/down-
load.

2.2.  Construction  and  Utilization  of  Proteogenomic
Database for Peptide and Protein Identification

Three  different  search  tools,  X!Tandem  [38],  Comet
[39], and MSGF+ [40], were used to search and identify the
protein database, six-frame database, three-frame database,
and the MS/MS data, respectively. The peptides identified
from three  different  search  tools  were  integrated  and  then
mapped to the protein database to obtain novel peptides and
known peptides. Among all collected data, only those that
could be searched by all the three tools and mapped into the
same sequence were further processed. The novel peptides
were mapped to the six-frame database and the three-frame
database  for  the  discovery  of  novel  events,  including new
genes. Consequently, for the uneven distribution of false pos-
itives in the peptides that were identified by the proteoge-
nomic analysis, target-decoy search strategy [41] was util-
ized, which has a rigorous filtration strategy (≤1% separa-
tion)  to  calculate  the  actual  false  discovery  rate  (FDR)  of
known and novel peptides. Furthermore, in order to avoid a
broad search space in spectrum search, the information col-
lected for each protein was stored in an index file containing
protein data.

Afterward, compared with one or two search tools [19,
42],  the  GAPE  tool  was  able  to  expand  search  scope  and
was more efficient and comprehensive in peptide searches
by  using  three  different  search  tools  for  analyzing  all  ob-
tained data.

2.3. Bioinformatics Analysis
In  this  study,  the  distribution  of  all  identified  novel

events was targeted at the genome of R. solani and visual-
ized by DNAPlotter [43]. Functional annotation was based
on the Blast2GO (version 5.2), which assigned GO terms to
identified novel genes and a unified vocabulary of biological
processes, molecular functions, and cellular components in
biology  through  GO  [44,  45].  DeepLoc-1.0  software  [46]
was employed to predict the subcellular localization of 1060
identified novel proteins. We used blast (version 2.11.0+) to
compare  1060  identified  new  genes  with  the  available  R.
solani genome and their gene sequences. We used the recip-
rocal  blast  of  TBtools  (version  0.66834)  (https://github.-
com/CJ-Chen/TBtools)  to  analyze  the  conservation  of  the
identified  novel  protein  of  R.  solani  and  extract  gene  se-
quences in the available R. solani genome. The location of
all  identified  peptides  and  proteins  in  the  genome  of  R.
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solani were graphically depicted using Artemis and Integra-
tive Genomics Viewer (IGV) software [47]. We performed
preliminary data analysis through simple commands of Lin-
ux  and  further  processing  was  done  using  custom  python
scripts and statistics program R. See the supplementary file
for more information.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Identification of Previously Unidentified Events
To improve the genome annotation of R. solani, we con-

ducted  a  proteogenomic  analysis  according  to  the  GAPE
workflow (Fig. 1) as reported [29]. All the raw data were ex-
tracted from the publicly available database as described in
M&M. The spectra raw data were searched against the con-
structed proteogenomic database with three search engines
to identify the peptides. All the identified peptides were then
mapped  into  known  protein  databases  with  BLASTP  to
distinguish  known  peptides  and  unique  orphan  peptides,
with the unique orphan peptides having not been previously
recognized as a protein before for R. solani. The unique or-
phan peptides were then mapped to the genome by BLAST.
The peptides that could be mapped to unique locations in the
genome  were  named  genome  search  specific  peptides
(GSSPs). The GSSPs were then blasted against the genome
again  to  discover  new  events,  including  identified  novel
gene, revision of annotated gene model (revised gene), sin-
gle  amino  acid  variant  (SAAV),  and  alternative  splicing
(AS)  gene.  Based  on  the  mapping  results,  a  total  of  5513
unique genes and 714 shared genes (defined as genes encod-
ing  the  proteins  determined  only  through  the  shared  pep-
tides)  were  identified  (Table  1).  Among  them,  there  were
4516  confirmed  exons  and  1060  newly  identified  genes
from the known protein sequence of R. solani AG3 (Table 1;
Supplemental  Table  1A).  In  addition,  36  revised  genes
which combine several adjacent exons into one longer exon
(Table  1;  Supplemental  Table  1B),  139  SAAVs  (Table  1;
Supplemental Table 1C, 1D and 1E) and 8 AS genes (Table
1; Supplemental Table 1F and 1G) were identified. The 139
SAAVs  included  134  SAAVs  from  annotated  proteins,  4
novel SAAVs and 1 revised SAAV (Table 1; Supplemental
Table  1C-E).  The 8  AS genes  included 7  novel  AS genes
and 1 revised AS gene (Table 1; Supplemental Table 1F and
G).  To  show  the  distribution  of  these  new  events  on  the
genome of R. solani AG3, the top 15 largest scaffolds were
selected to visualize these new events (Fig. 2A).

The main purpose of the current study is to identify the
new  events  in  the  genome.  When  two  or  more  unique
GSSPs were mapped to the region (not annotated as genes)
with overlapped sequence, they were defined as newly identi-
fied genes.  As shown in Fig.  3A,  two unique orphan pep-
tides were mapped to an intergenic region across nucleotides
92070-92348  on  scaffold  11  (Fig.  3A),  showing  the  exis-
tence  of  a  novel  protein-encoding gene.  In  addition to  the
identification of novel genes, the data could also be used to
correct the annotated genes as well. Here we showed an ex-
ample of gene structure correction, of which two adjacent ex-
ons were combined into one longer exon (Fig. 3B). In this

corrected novel structure, we found a unique orphan peptide
located in the intron region between exon 1 and exon 2, and
another unique orphan peptide showing a little extension of
exon 2 (Fig. 3B). Based on the peptides data, a new splicing
event was discovered (Fig. 3C). In this event, a novel gene
was identified in an intergenic region, in which there was no
annotated splicing site. This new splicing site was also sup-
ported by the transcriptomic data. As for SAAVs, an exam-
ple was shown here, in which a T to C mutation resulted in a
valine to alanine variation (Fig. 3D). To verify the reliability
of these new events, we conducted a transcriptomic analysis
with the RNA-seq data extracted from the database. The ex-
istence of most of these new events was also supported by
the transcriptomic data (Fig. 3).
Table 1. A summary of the results of GAPE tool identification.

Type Number of genes
Unique genes 5513
Shared genes 714
Confirmed exons 4516
Novel protein coding regions 1060
Gene/protein extensions 36

Alternative splicing proteins
Novel proteins 7

Revised proteins 1

Single amino acid variant pro-
teins

Novel mutated proteins 4
Revised proteins 1

Annotated proteins 134

3.2. Structure and Function Analyses of Newly Identified
Genes

To further understand the newly determined genes, we
analyzed the structure and function features of these genes.
Most of the novel proteins were less than 400 amino acids in
length,  with  the  average  length  being  145  aa  (Fig.  4A),
which  indicates  that  they  were  mainly  encoded  by  short
ORFs  (Supplemental  Table  2A).  Analysis  of  protein  data
shows that the length of the new protein is significantly dif-
ferent from that of the identified and unidentified proteins
(Fig. 4A; Supplemental Table 2B and 2C). GC contents of
the newly identified genes are slightly lower than those of
other known genes (Fig. 4B; Supplemental Table 2D). The
frequency  of  start  codon  was  calculated  for  the  identified
novel  protein-encoding  genes  as  well,  which  showed  that
ATG is the predominant one accounting for more than 60%.
GTG and TTG were the second and third frequent ones (Fig.
4C;  Supplemental Table 2A). Most of the identified novel
proteins were identified with a sequence coverage between
20-50% (Fig. 4D; Supplemental Table 2A).

Subcellular localization analysis of the 1060 identified
novel  proteins  shows that  a  significant  portion of  the pro-
teins (534) are localized in the mitochondrion (Supplemental
Table 2E). Other subcellular localizations were as follows:
extracellular  (187),  nucleus  (185),  cytoplasm  (95),  plastid
(40),  Golgi  apparatus  (7),  endoplasmic  reticulum  (5),  cell
membrane  (4),  peroxisome  (3)  (Supplemental  Table  2E).
Gene Ontology analysis was conducted with Blast2GO soft-
ware (version 5.2) to annotate these 1060 newly identified
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genes as illustrated in Fig. (5A). We found that quite a num-
ber of identified novel proteins were fully annotated accord-
ing to their biological process and molecular functions (Sup-

plemental  Table  3A-C),  which  was  indicative  of  the  exis-
tence and importance of the identified novel proteins in R.
solani indirectly.

Fig. (1). Overview of the workflow for the proteogenomic analysis of R. solani. Protein DB: protein database fasta-formatted file contain-
ing all annotated protein sequences, Six-frame DB: six-frame translated genome database fasta-formatted file that created from the complete
genomic sequence by this pipeline. Three-frame DB: three-frame translated genome database fasta-formatted file that created from the RNA-
Seq reads by this pipeline. (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is available in the electronic copy of the article).

Fig. (2). Proteome landscape of R. solani. Plots showing the distribution of identified novel events mapped to different scaffolds. The digi-
tal numbers out of the circle are the serial numbers of different scaffolds. Circles: 1, scaffolds; 2, genes on minus strand; 3, genes on plus
strand; 4, newly identified genes; 5, revised genes; 6, SAAVs; 7, alternative splicing genes; 8, GC (>50%); 9, GC (<50%). This graph was
drawn by DNAPlotter. (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is available in the electronic copy of the article).
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Fig. (3). Identification of novel protein-coding genes, revised gene models, SAAVs and novel alternative splicing events. (A) indicates
two unique orphan peptides mapping to a region of R. solani genome scaffold 11, which was previously defined as the intergenic region. (B)
indicates a revision on an annotated gene model, of which the previously annotated intron was partially mapped by two unique orphan pep-
tides. (C) shows a novel alternative splicing event, of which three unique orphan peptides were mapped to intergenic regions with transcripts
evidence supporting the existence of alternative splicing. (D) shows the identification of SAAVs on scaffold 311, in which an amino acid
was mutated from to valine to alanine based on the unique orphan peptides information. (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is
available in the electronic copy of the article).

Fig. (4). Summarization of proteomic data. (A) Statistics of the length of all identified proteins in proteogenomic analyses. (B) Statistics of
the GC content of all identified proteins in proteogenomic analyses. (C) Distribution of translation start codon of the coding genes of identi-
fied novel protein in proteogenomic analyses. (D) Statistics of protein sequence coverage. (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure
is available in the electronic copy of the article).
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Fig. (5). Functional analysis of novel protein-coding genes. (A) Biological process, molecular function and cellular component annotation
of the 1060 identified novel proteins by histogram. (B) Conservation analysis of 1060 identified novel R. solani proteins in other organisms.
Through the homology analysis of the five closest species, we found two novel candidate pathogenic genes finally. (C) Sequence alignment
of two novel candidate pathogenic proteins from R. solani with Trametes pubescens. (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is
available in the electronic copy of the article).

In addition, the functional conservation of the identified
novel proteins was also analyzed by comparing the identi-
fied novel proteins with their homologs from other five spe-
cies  showing  closest  phylogenetic  relationship  with  R.
solani. Among these identified novel protein-coding genes,
there  were  75,  63,  69,  73,  and  72  newly  identified  genes,
which are conserved in Hypsizygus marmoreus, Leucoagar-
icus sp. SymC.cos, Phlebia centrifuga, Trametes pubescens,
and  Moniliophthora  roreri,  respectively  (Supplemental
Table  3D-H).  After  excluding  the  redundant  genes,  104

conserved genes were detected, of which 19 are related to
the interaction between host and pathogens (Fig. 5B). These
19 identified new genes were analyzed on their  conserved
domains, which helped in discovering two novel candidate
pathogenic genes in R. solani eventually (Fig. 5B; Supple-
mental Table 3I). As illustrated in Fig. 5C, one novel candi-
date pathogenic protein has a homologous protein in Tram-
etes pubescens and contains a STKc_Kin1_2 domain, which
is  the  catalytic  domain  of  Kin1,  Kin2,  and  similar  to
Serine/Threonine Kinases. Kin1, whose orthologs are proper-
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ly  conserved  among  fungal  pathogens,  is  essential  for  the
pathogenesis and growth of phytopathogenic fungi [48, 49].
It  suggests  that  this  gene  might  be  involved  in  the  patho-
genicity of  R. solani.  As for  another candidate pathogenic
protein, it has a homologous protein in Trametes pubescens,
which contains an inhibitor_I9 superfamily related to cuti-
cle-degrading protease and plays a key role as a virulence
factor [50].

3.3. Comparison of Newly Identified Genes with Avail-
able R. solani Genomes

Based on the analysis results of the proteogenomic, we
identified 1060 newly identified genes on the R. solani AG3
genome. In order to better explain the novelty of the newly
identified genes, we compared these 1,060 identified novel
gene  sequences  with  the  genomes  sequence  of  different
AG3 fusion groups. In the genome alignment results, AG1,
AG2, AG4, AG5, AG6, and AG8 have 84, 278, 192, 206,
154, and 321 homologous sequences, respectively. After ex-
cluding the redundant genes, there are a total of 490 homolo-
gous  sequences  (Supplemental  Table  3J).  In  addition,  we
compared these 1,060 newly identified genes with the gene
sequences of AG1, AG2, AG4, AG5, AG6, and AG8, and
there are 380 homologous sequences. In the gene sequence
alignment results,  AG1, AG2, AG4, AG5, AG6, and AG8
have  65,  203,  157,  169,  133,  and  194  homologous  se-
quences, respectively. After excluding the redundant genes,
there are a total of 380 homologous sequences (Supplemen-
tal Table 3K). Obviously, the 490 homologous sequences in
the  genome alignment  result  are  110  genes  more  than  the
380 homologous sequences in the gene sequence alignment.
We regarded these 380 gene sequences alignments as known
genes, and the remaining 110 genes in the intergenic region
of the available R. solani genome were defined as unknown
genes  (Supplemental  Table  3L).  As  for  the  570  gene  se-
quences that  do not  match the available  R. solani  genome
and gene sequences, we considered them to be novel genes
(Supplemental Table 3M).

The reciprocal blast results of 1060 identified new pro-
teins with the protein sequences of AG1, AG2, AG4, AG5,
AG6, and AG8 showed that there were 136, 129, 111,116,
114,  and  134  protein  sequences  that  were  similar  in  se-
quence. After removing the repetitive sequences, there were
169 homologous sequences. If these 169 protein sequences
are regarded as known protein sequences, 891 identified nov-
el proteins remain (Supplemental Table 3N). Comparing the
homology of  891 identified  novel  proteins  with  the  above
five species, there were 12, 10, 9, 11, and 11 identified nov-
el proteins, which are conserved in Hypsizygus marmoreus,
Leucoagaricus sp. SymC.cos, Phlebia centrifuga, Trametes
pubescens, and Moniliophthora roreri, respectively (Supple-
mental Table 3O).

3.4.  Discovery  of  Protein  Post  Translational  Modifica-
tions in R. solani

Although many proteomic analyses have been conducted
on R. solani, there is no protein PTMs study up-to-date. It is

easier  to  understand the  PTMs in  eukaryotes  by obtaining
abundant PTMs results from mass spectrometry data cultivat-
ed  under  different  conditions.  In  this  study,  we  firstly  ap-
plied MODa software to search the PTMs with the MS data.
MODa has no limit on the number of modifications per pep-
tide,  which  allows  unlimited  PTMs  search.  Based  on  the
MODa searching, a total of 3038 unique peptides from 1111
proteins containing 4237 PTMs were detected (Supplemen-
tal Table 4A). However, MODa could not pinpoint the modi-
fications to the specific  amino acid.  Therefore,  MaxQuant
software  (version  1.6.0.16)  was  applied  for  the  second
searching with the MS data to determine the modification oc-
curring  site.  Based  on  the  second  searching,  16  typical
PTMs were attached to the specific  site  (Fig.  6A;  Supple-
mental Table 4B). To obtain reliable results, we compared
the  modified  peptides  and  proteins  lists  from  MODa  and
MaxQuant searching algorithms, which determined 695 mod-
ified  peptides  recognized  by  both  software  (Supplemental
Table 4C). To better understand the function of these modi-
fied proteins, COG analysis was conducted on these proteins
(Supplemental Table 4D). As shown in Fig. 6B, the top five
functional groups were coenzyme transport and metabolism,
nucleotide transport and metabolism, replication, energy pro-
duction  and conversion,  and  cell  wall/membrane/envelope
biogenesis (Fig. 6B).

4. DISCUSSION
With the advancement of sequencing technology, whole-

genome sequencing has been an efficient method that could
facilitate molecular genetic study. However, the genome as-
sembly and annotation quality dramatically affect this effi-
ciency. Specifically, many genes are annotated as predicted
proteins because of lacking evidence from the protein level.
Owing  to  the  increasing  sensitivity  of  mass  spectrometer,
many low abundant proteins could be detected, which pro-
vide more evidence of gene expression at the protein level.
Using the MS data to refine the genome annotation has been
developed into a strategy termed as “proteogenomics”. The
proteogenomic  strategy  has  been  successfully  applied  in
many different organisms [23, 24]. In this study, we applied
our  established  proteogenomic  pipeline  [29]  to  refine  the
genome annotation in R. solani. A total of 1060 newly identi-
fied genes, 36 revised genes, 139 SAAVs, 8 alternative splic-
ing genes, and diverse PTMs events were identified. Howev-
er,  the  new  genome  sequences  of  R.  solani  from  AG1  to
AG13 have been published recently, and we compared our
research results with them. There were 490 homologous se-
quences of R. solani from the 1,060 gene sequences identi-
fied as new genes. Eventually, we combined the proteoge-
nomic results with the genome alignment results and identi-
fied 570 novel genes in R. solani.

Most of the identified novel proteins were short proteins,
with the majority being less than 200 aa (Fig. 4). As suggest-
ed by Yang et al. [29], they are defined as short proteins en-
coded by short ORFs, of which the typical size is about 100
aa.  The  important  physiological  function  of  short  proteins
was first proposed in the year of 2003 [51]. Since then, a lot
of  such  short  proteins  with  important  functions  havebeen
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identified  [52-54],  based  on  which  a  database
(http://www.sorfs.org)  containing  over  thousands  of  short
proteins was constructed [55]. In the current study, we identi-
fied more than 600 short proteins, among which 104 could
be annotated through blasting against the database from the
other five species. With the availability of genome informa-
tion for more and more species, functions for these short pro-
teins will be much better annotated.

Being a harmful pathogenic fungus for crops [2, 3], R.
solani has been extensively studied since the 1960s [6, 7].
Among the 13 hyphal anastomosis groups (AG1 to AG13)
of  R.  solani  [4],  R.  solani  AG3  could  affect  cereal  and
legume  crops  [9,  10].  Because  of  this,  the  genome  of  R.
solani  AG3  was  sequenced  and  assembled  into  326  scaf-
folds  [11].  Although  “effect-like”  genes  that  may  be  in-

volved in plant pathogenicity were identified [12], the molec-
ular mechanisms of R. solani infection and pathogenesis still
need to be elucidated [6, 15]. Obviously, the identification
of pathogenic genes is helpful in understanding the pathogen-
esis of R. solani [16]. In this study, we identified 19 identi-
fied novel pathogen-host interaction genes containing 2 po-
tential  pathogenic  genes.  Further  study  on  elucidating  the
function of these two pathogenic genes might be able to ob-
tain  a  more  in-depth  understanding  of  the  pathogenesis,
which  will  undoubtedly  facilitate  the  control  of  this  dam-
aged fungus. Proteogenomic analysis can be applied for the
discovery of PTMs events. In our study, we combined MO-
Da  software  (version  1.23)  and  MaxQuant  software  [56],
searching to identify the existing PTMs and their sites pre-
cisely. How these PTMs contribute to the pathogenesis of R.
solani is also very interesting and worth studying.

Fig. (6). Overview of post-translational modifications of identified proteins. (A) Statistics on the number of proteins and modification
sites in different PTMs in R. solani. (B) Function categorization of the proteins with PTMs. (A higher resolution / colour version of this fig-
ure is available in the electronic copy of the article).

http://www.sorfs.org
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CONCLUSION
In summary, we corrected and refined previous gene an-

notations  on the  genome of  R.  solani  AG3 through a  pro-
teogenomic strategy. Based on these analyses, two new can-
didate pathogenic genes were identified that  are related to
the  pathogenic  mechanism  of  R.  solani.  Some  PTMs  and
their occurrence sites were also identified. Future studies elu-
cidating  the  function  of  the  new  genes  and  PTMs  events
might be able to extend our understanding of the basic biolo-
gy as well as the pathogenesis of R. solani.
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